TOUR THE ANA’S MUSEUM & LIBRARY – VIRTUALLY!
©By Stephen Kuhl, 2019

Have you heard? The American Numismatic Association (ANA)
recently brought their museum and library online and you can take a
virtual tour of these facilities and their numismatic rarities? With a
click of your mouse you can be inside exploring the Dwight Manley
Library and the Edward C. Rochette Money Museum!
The ANA has done a wonderful job in building this capability because
it brings numismatic history to your fingertips – you don’t have to
travel to Colorado – and they do it in such a way as to maximize your
experience.
If you have ever been to a museum that displays numismatic items
you will most likely recall from your experiences that there was a
huge limitation to the displays – in almost all cases the viewer can
only see one side of the object, typically because it is lying on a shelf
or is attached to a wall.
ANA Virtual Museum
Home Page:
https://www.money.o
rg/money-museumvirtualtour

You won’t experience
that limitation with the
ANA’s virtual museum –
their software allows the
viewer to see BOTH sides
of the object!

Additionally, you can zoom in and get a nice close
view to see detail as if you were examining the item
with a magnifying glass (certainly something you
cannot do in person at a museum.)
The initial page of the tour provides an overview
of the facility via two different views – an
overhead floor plan and a “dollhouse” floor plan.
Navigation through the museum is intuitive and
easy – it is similar to how one navigates when
using the GoogleMaps™ street view function. As
your “stroll” through the facility you will notice
items on display which
have a circle on them.
This circle provides
different functionality
depending on the object.
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“Dollhouse” view of Museum

Views of the “Learn More” and “View Larger” links

In some cases clicking on the circle
brings up a “Learn More Click Here”
link; in other cases it brings up a
“View Larger Click Here” link.
When the author followed the
“learn more” link on the Red Cross
display (shown above) it took me to
a web page which provided great
detail about the subject, in this case
to a web page which discusses the
actions of the Red Cross in World War
One (top left image). Also on the page
was a photo of many items from this
period (top right) which the viewer
could click on and see an enhanced
detailed view (bottom right). And this
is not all! The page provided
alternate views of the presented
information with additional
graphical content (bottom left).

Views of the various display pages as one navigates deeper into the
information available in the tour

This website and the embedded content and functionality is extremely well done! It allows the
Reader to explore at their own pace, which is important especially if you are the type (as I am)
who likes to read everything on the displays! The website indicated that they will continue
adding more links to explore, so they encourage the Viewer to come back often. Navigate to
this webpage and take the tour for yourself! Navigate to these webpages and take the tour for
yourself!
 https://www.money.org/money-museum-virtualtour
 https://www.money.org/money-museum#virtual
Following this link: www.money.org / Discover / Money Museum brings up a menu of the
museum’s exhibits, which currently includes the following exhibits:
 World War 1
 Virtual Exhibits
 360 VR Tour
 Tales from the Vault
 The History of Money
 The Harry W. Bass Gallery
 The Money Museum Collection
 Kids zone at the Money Museum
 The Money Bus
 The Mini-Mint
 Edward C. Rochette Fact Sheet
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The ANA has done a superb job with this
and they deserve accolades for the
efforts of their staff and management in
putting this tool together for all of us to
use. CONGRATULATIONS and THANKS,
ANA!

The American Numismatic Association is a nonprofit educational
organization dedicated to educating and encouraging people to study and
collect coins and related items. The ANA serves the academic community,
collectors and the general public with an interest in numismatics.
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